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BOOK REVIEWS/COMPTES RENDUS 

V>L&covttilnQ HtKltcLQQ. BfUdge.& on Ontario'6 Road&. David J. 
Cuming, Erin, Boston Mills Press, 1984. Pp 95, illus., no 
notes, bibliography or index, softcover, $9.95. ISBN 0-
919882-61-4. 
Vl*covz>i<lviQ HztiÀ.toLQt BsU.dge.& on 0nt(Vi<Lo'6 Road& is an impor
tant work which links three strands all too rarely juxtaposed 
in Canadian studies: history of technology, public history 
and preservation of the built environment. 
The four distinct parts of Vl&co\)<L>ilnQ HtfiltdQC Bridge,* 
take the reader through a well-developed, easy-to-follow, 
logical sequence. Part 1, 'Design and Construction,1 deals 
with form, materials and building processes. Clearly written, 
informative and presupposing no technical expertise on the 
part of the reader, this section stimulates analytical think
ing about how and why bridges were built. Part 2, 'A Brief 
History of Road Bridge Building in Ontario from 1780 to the 
present,' is a good introduction to the major developments 
which resulted in Ontario's wide range of surviving bridge 
types and materials. Technological change is handled very 
well but the reviewer believes that Cuming has underestimated 
the importance of plank roads (p. 35). 
Parts 3 and 4, 'Appreciating Road Bridges,' and 'Caring for 
our Heritage,' present the bridge as an element of the dynamic 
landscape which one can learn to read, understand and begin 
to think about preserving in part. Again, the writing and an
alysis are well-organized, lucid, succinct and thought-pro
voking. Parts 3 and 4 provide many good reasons why bridges 
are important cultural expressions and evidence which should 
be understood and cared for. Those wishing to marshall support 
for the preservation of a particular structure will certainly 
find Cuming's modes of analysis helpful and compelling. 
Without resorting to stridency or unseemly uncritical enthusi
asm, Cuming and the able contributing photographers present 
Ontario road bridges as important cultural documents worth 
study and preservation. It is an exceedingly important work 
which the reviewer hopes will be influential in terms of pre
servation, public perceptions, further scholarship and teach
ing. 
The origins of V<L& coveting HcKltagz BKidgz* compel further 
thought: it was written by a civil servant and published by 
a very successful non-academic press. Were academic presses 
not interested or not considered because of their perceived 
or actual slowness? Cuming works for the Heritage Branch of 
the Ontario Ministry of Citizenship and Culture. Similar de
partments and agencies constitute Canada's most important sin
gle source of research and employment in the history of Can
adian technology. The current depressed job market notwith
standing, it is likely that public history career opportunities 
will outstrip academic ones. Moreover, historians able to 
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cope with the history of Canadian technology in addition 
to other aspects of Canadian history have an edge in cer
tain job markets. To date, no university seems to be actively 
cognizant of this state of affairs. One hopes that eventually 
at least one Canadian institution will offer training in 
both the history of technology and public history. Perhaps 
the history of technology, with an emphasis on Canada, could 
be offered as an option in Canada's one graduate programme 
in public history. Alterntely, professional-level public 
history instruction could be started in one of the few in
stitutions that have admitted the history of technology. 
Canada's academic and public historians are too far apart. 
Both groups are the poorer for it but neither suffers as much 
as the students. Books such as Vi6c.0v2.KZng WafiLtagd Bn.X.dg<L6 
on Ontario*6 Road* could help draw the two together by showing 
that readable public history and respectable intellectual 
standards are not mutually exclusive. 

Despite its many merits as a good introductory book, VA.6c.ovZK-
Ing HzKltoLQQ. Bn.ldgo.6 suffers from a very serious and totally 
unnecessary deficiency. Cuming's short but very able piece of 
scholarly writing is inexcusably marred by the absence of any 
footnotes or bibliography. Much turgid, low-grade, heavily-
documented intellectual waste is pumped out of historical 
agencies. Why, then, when something so superior comes out is 
it stripped of footnotes and bibliography? Do these appurten
ances not instil confidence and allow others to build on what 
has been presented? Moreover, for an agency which is engaged 
in trying to raise the level of consciousness and profession
alism of historic preservation is it not counterproductive, 
perhaps unprofessional and irresponsible, to subsidize the 
publication of pioneering work and then strip it of documenta
tion? The lack of documentation is a serious flaw which 
limits the utility of an otherwise excellent work. Undoubtedly, 
the combination of attractive format and no documentation will 
cause some potential readers to pass by V<1&coupling Heritage. 
BMldgo.6 as just another piece of pretty picture book intellect
ual fluff. Why do these things happen? The incident is not 
isolated nor the questions rhetorical. 

Norman R. Ball 
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